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Editor’s Choice

scream in the fog
between Astrakhan and Kharkov
Tmutarakan1
(Mikhail Ezhov)

The first image that comes to mind after reading this poem is “The Scream” by Edvard
Munch, but with a Russian tragicomic flavour.
Speaking of the genre classification, I would place this poem among those senryu,
where one poetic feature strongly dominates all other characteristics of the genre (for
more details, please see the interview with Robin D. Gill in the Burashi section). One
can also say that this poem does not fit the boundaries of the genre, or rather, does
not require them.
There are no layers of meaning – the poem builds exclusively upon the psychological
insight into human nature, into the depths of what is commonly referred to as the
“Russian mentality”. Kharkov and Astrakhan are, on the one hand, typical, but on the
other, completely random. In the names of these two cities lies no hidden meaning
vital to the understanding of this poem (except, perhaps, for their light and effective
phonetic play). Another poet or the reader could easily substitute the names of two
cities that are meaningful to them and easily recognisable, but not that important for
others, so that everybody knows exactly where they are situated and what is going on
there – the meaning of the poem would still be the same. This “arbitrary specificity”
makes this poem universal and personal at the same time.
Tmutarakan is, however, not location-specific and therefore irreplaceable. It represents
the entire epoch from the Kievan Rus ruled by the Rurik dynasty to the modern Russia,
where the unattainable is always the most important, and the lost remains unfound.
The mystery of the Russian soul… the coachman freezing to death in the unidentified
steppe… the troika galloping into the wild blue yonder… Norshteyn’s lost hedgehog...
Where does this scream come from? Why is the poet screaming, why are we all
screaming? Why is everything foggy? Where are we? Who are we? Do we exist at all?
Without asking the question directly, this poem is perceived as one. It is similar to “who
is to blame?” and “what is to be done?” – two questions that first appeared in the works
of the XIX century’s writers-philosophers and, as we say, have been occupying the
minds of our «thinking people» ever since. It’s hopelessly Russian as it has no prospect
for being answered.
It’s the symbol of the epoch.
Valeria Simonova-Cecon
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teaching me piety
her shaggy cat
skydives
off the doorframe
onto my head
(Aubrie Cox)

Cats and girls – two topics, where it is quite difficult to say something that has not
been said already. Nevertheless, I feel that the American poet Aubrie Cox managed
(intentionally or not) to find a new perspective and to combine the comic aspect with
a historical allusion.
I say «I feel», because in this case I find the poetic devices used and my own
interpretation more fascinating than the meaning of the poem that delicately laughs
at the necessity to accept the sometimes harsh reality with piety, humility and even
fatalism. On the one hand, I appreciate that the «shaggy cat» is used as a metaphor for
God’s punishment. On the other hand – there might be an allusion to «the god from
the machine» (deus ex machina) – a well-known theatrical technique of the ancient
Greek tragedies: when the situation seemed to be desperate and the characters of the
play almost gave up, a god in gleaming armour descended «from heaven» and sorted
out all the human problems. Reminding us of ancient history, the skydiving cat brings
a degree of madness and theatricality into this kyoka.
The poem, however, does not allow us to escape the present time completely. My
interpretation of the poem (most probably not the only one possible) is based on the
fact that I know Aubrie as a student. I imagine two giggling friends in a shared flat, who
take a short break from their exam preparation or simply spend their Sunday evening
together. Later they will recall with a smile those moments of youth, when everything
seemed possible and attainable.
Roman Lyakhovetsky
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his name is Alan
why do I call him Alyosha?
ice cold vodka
(Freddy Ben-Arroyo)

Nobody knows exactly, how come these slums, squeezed between the skyscrapers
of mid-town Manhattan and the Hudson, are called Hell’s Kitchen. Once home to
immigrant workers, bohemia and wannabe actors that flew to the light of nearby
Broadway, the area was torn apart by the street gangs. Today it is the turf of developers
and real estate agents. They say that the neighbourhood is on the rise, which translates
as “for a tiny bedsit you have to cough up big bucks”.
As usual, I pause at the corner of 9th and 46th, where a trendy Russian restaurant
called Firebird was recently opened, skim through the menu and walk two more blocks
to an old house with a shabby façade and red neon letters BAR.
Vladislav Vassiliev
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young ballerina –
after a gracile exit
she swears terribly
(Marcus Liljedahl)

They say that contrast is one of the most common techniques in art. Even in our dayto-day life we can hardly do without it. How can we tell festivities from daily routine if
we don’t splash out on delicatessen, drink posh champagne instead of cheap vodka,
replace the usual mugs with fine china, and change (if only for a day) mother-in-law’s
facial expression from gloomy to pensive by getting a new multi-cooker?
But sometimes contrast makes us feel uneasy. It’s OK if the journey from one extreme
to another takes a few years or so: in such a case your husband may seem to be the
person you once married; and the ambition to start your own little business – yeah, it’s
right here – it did not disappear – all the bullet points are in place – it’s just that the file
has moved from the tray “important” to the tray “maybe”.
But when you realise that the smile on the face of your old friend is there only to hide
the fact that he can‘t wait to ask you for a loan, that the ability to appreciate classical
music does not mean that your Mr. Right will necessarily be right for you, that devotion
to fine arts does not guarantee that one day a ballet dancer will not splash acid all over
his artistic director’s face, that you and those around you are devoid of integrity and
swayed by whims and fancies – and Legion is their name…. then it becomes clear, that
it makes no sense to expect that the “good” will always be “good” and the “bad” will
very soon, starting from Monday, become “good”.
When you realise that behind every stage there is a backstage, then you grow up. Again
and again – starting from that failed attempt by your neighbour uncle Bob who tried
to keep you believing in Santa Claus, but forgot to change from slippers to boots…
Nataly Levi
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senryu and Kyoka

Mother’s Day
household gloves
the colour of daffodils
(Lita)

the toilet duck
is always
squeaky clean
(Alexey Fan)

vicar of Christ
retires
in Mercedes-Benz
(Lyolya Shmal)

wait, don’t leave!
my one and only
day off
(Eupraxia Halyava)

afternoon nap
a manuscript on my chest
repels the flies
(Andrius Luneckas)
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erotic haiku –
sixty nine
screened comments
(Anatol Ilts)

early morning
thinking of him I mix up
soap and shampoo
(Sham Poe)

so soggy –
the actor’s smile
on the billboard
(Philmore Place)

a groupie says
that he groans better
on stage
(E. Ruff )

at the station...
waiting for
a tear
(Rita Odeh)
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for my husband too
it’s that time of the month –
UEFA cup
(Olesya Brusheva)

his name is Alan
why do I call him Alyosha?
ice cold vodka
(Freddy Ben-Arroyo)

spring has come!
everything changes
but my husband
(Olga Stroganova)

sometimes
one needs a new perspective
I hang the world map
upside down
and close my eyes
(Neo Rabinovich)

I can catch
all the fish in the sea
while you’re asleep
(Marsel March)
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through the long night
reaching for each other –
two pains in my back
(Norman Darlington)

even blocking the drain
with her hairball –
my mother-in-law
(Olesya Brusheva)

“she won’t bite!”
reassuringly smiles the man
without a pinkie
(Victoria Pirova)

scream in the fog
between Astrakhan and Kharkov
Tmutarakan
(Mikhail Ezhov)

first fishing trip –
my long hair gets tangled
in his tackle
(Norman Darlington)
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finally
changing “single” to
“it’s complicated”
(Mary Sue)

new year’s resolution
to declutter my life...
last year’s lanterns
come crashing down
from the party closet
(Aubrie Cox)

still standing,
the long emptied wine bottles
but not the poets
(Paul Cooper)

five more of his friends
say “he’s still asleep” –
my lost husband
(Dina Strelnikova)

brrr...
briskly yesterday’s bride
brings out the bridle
(Alex Ocheretyansky)
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on the other
side of the prison...
dry thistles
(Rita Odeh)

Statue of Liberty
I yawn into
a monitoring camera
(Dietmar Tauchner)

New exhibition
The flies take their time
To study masterpieces
(Ivan Krotov)

STD clinic yard…
the statue of Lenin
with a nose snapped off
(Sergey Shpichenko)

séance –
even when alive
he was always late
(Elina Vitomskaya)
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every creak
in the house
keeps me awake
the consequences
of loving a ghost
(Aubrie Cox)

“what’s its name?”
asks my friend
about new WiFi
(JM Tellez)

leaving
our lives
to smartphones
(Keizo Takahashi)

“splashing in the sea!”
in the stuffy underground carriage
I update my facebook
( Vitaly Kupontsev)

can’t wait till winter
to repeat time and again
can’t wait till summer
(Sergosha)
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she predicts
storms and cold weather –
this hot lady
(Freddy Ben-Arroyo)

Hands around
the birder’s long, dark scope
she says
she’s looking
for a shag
(Norman Darlington)

first date –
no luck
in a field of clover
(Michael Dylan Welch)

starry sky
stuck … can’t push it down…
the pill in my throat
(Mikhail Ezhov)

operating theatre –
the doctors observe
my crossed fingers
(Andrea Cecon)
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laser eye surgery –
the numbers on the bill
too large
(Paul Hodder)

hired
for the class reunion –
a business suit
(Jim Crawford)

mark zuckerberg
wasted all his time on facebook…
now he’s a billionaire
(Anthony Brooks)

clear sky
the luxury house is yet
without a roof
(Nikolai Grankin)

a cat sleeps
curled up in the garden
unmoved by the debts
(Sham Poe)
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the fortune teller
tells how much I’ll lose
at the races
(Maxim Bondarenko)

tonight wishing on
a bright star~ this child
inside me not mine
(Ernesto P. Santiago)

barbed wire –
a refugee entangled
in a memory
(Andrea Cecon)

graduation day –
hiding from my mum
dad and I smoke
( Valery Tumanov)

for twenty years
the dentist’s husband obeys
with his mouth wide open
(Andrius Luneckas)
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feminist rally –
in the thick of it I proudly hold
my banner
demanding equal pay
for male models
(Neo Rabinovich)

spring –
the swans return…
the flies too
(Eupraxia Halyava)

immigration officer
was the only one to
notice
that I lost weight
(Olga Stroganova)

flight attendant shows
how to put on the oxygen mask
without messing the hair
(Levka Grozny)

His secret signs
At the corporate off-site –
What a sweet pain
To know that the annual report
Is not the only thing he wants
(Olesya Brusheva)
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all night long
she cries out to God –
thin motel walls
(Freddy Ben-Arroyo)

dinner bell –
her husband comes
as fast as the cat
(Michael Dylan Welch)

last year’s diet book
weighs down
the shelf
(Paul Hodder)

buying a jeans belt
the salesgirl measures me –
I hold my stomach in
(Freddy Ben-Arroyo)

the flight attendant’s smile
swiftly takes off as I sit down
next to my husband
(Olesya Brusheva)
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though I’m a defendant
she always has the last word –
my wife’s a lawyer
(Vladimir Zolin)

first quarrel
poking the pigtailed girl
within you
(Marcus Liljedahl)

peace dove
he surrenders with a flash
of the middle finger
(Angelo Ancheta)

In a fat copper
I recognise my classmate.
Ice underfoot.
(Sergey Danushin)

he lingers on and on
by the shelf with champagne
curling his moustache
and sighing then he leaves
with two bottles of port wine
(E. Ruff )
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winter evening –
a spider and I weave
the silence
(Rita Odeh)

her delicate speech
restarts
his hearing aid
(Andrea Cecon)

golden anniversary
none of the bridesmaids or guests
have survived
(Metod Češek)

like she’s been to war
my wife returns
from the cosmetologist
( Valery Tumanov)

people at the zoo
checking out monkeys
ckecking out people
(Eugene Kulba)
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family reunion
distant thunder while searching
for the right words
(Metod Češek)

on Valentine’s day
I promised her the moon –
Chelyabinsk meteor
(Anatol Ilts)

you’ve painted
a brighter future
now live in it
(Sergosha)

divorced
for the third time –
the marriage counsellor
( Victoria Pirova)

she draws on the board
all the paths
to samsara
I walk farther and farther
inside myself
(Aubrie Cox)
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staff meeting –
a fat fly keeps banging
against the window
(E. Ruff )

root canal –
staring at the dentist’s
graduation certificate
(Paul Hodder)

an intern knows
that careers are made
under the table
(Luca Cenisi)

maybe
I’ll brush-up my French?
teacher’s shapely legs
(Freddy Ben-Arroyo)

young ballerina –
after a gracile exit
she swears terribly
(Marcus Liljedahl)
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Stress at work:
it’s not easy to win
at minesweeper
(Luca Cenisi)

stepping barefoot
on the prayer rope –
here comes awakening!
(Mikhail Ezhov)

I decide
on a simple life –
no pyjamas
(Freddy Ben-Arroyo)

on the freebie table
at the diversity conference
salted nuts
(Michael Dylan Welch)

Spring has come –
All those flowers around
To which I am allergic!
(Ivan Krotov)
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thawed patches
the last year’s rake2
turns up
(Ludmila Kondratova)

with every step
a guy with dahlias
drops a petal
(Sergosha)

do I love my wife?
I sure do! he says patting
the dimple of his iPad
(Olesya Brusheva)

soprano solo
I am trying to recall
the dentist’s working hours
(La Pen)

Swearing at my boss –
no backlash
from the bathroom mirror
(Luca Cenisi)
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best shot –
the film star’s smile
in the obituary
(Anthony Brooks)

teaching me piety
her shaggy cat
skydives
off the doorframe
onto my head
(Aubrie Cox)

stealthily
the mother-in-law to be
tries on the bridal veil
(Inna Khmel)

pension indexation…
one more droplet
of the cardiac drug
(Sergey Shpichenko)

a taste
of my own medicine –
coffee grounds
(Marcus Liljedahl)
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having let me his Ford
how caring is my man today!
every hour he calls
and whispers tenderly
“how are you, darling?”
(Dina Strelnikova)

lingerie sale
I am encouraged to take
fifty per cent off
(Paul Hodder)

kids matinee
Goody Two-Shoes has a puff
between the acts
(Ivan Krotov)

how considerate –
in the smoking room
a planted tree
(Georgij Napalov)

autumn colours –
the movie stars’ divorces
all over the news
(Vladimir Zolin)
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Angola –
in a five-star hotel
the peace mission
(Eupraxia Halyava)

refugees
swaddled
in donated blankets
the stories we weave
to help us sleep at night
(Aubrie Cox)

parallel worlds
his & her side
of the bed
(Dietmar Tauchner)

love story
how cold
the Kindle screen
(Andrea Cecon)

my husband
home alone –
fire and two tsunami
(Nika Ivanova)
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all the things
I’ve done...
moving van
(Gregory Longenecker)

Church Guest House –
no Bible in the room
but condoms
(Freddy Ben-Arroyo)

night at kommunalka3
the neighbour’s cat throws up
in the hallway
(Kereru)

most crowded
at the park visitor center
the nature exhibit
(Michael Dylan Welch)

I close the newspaper
and once again
peace and quiet
(Keizo Takahashi)

1. Tmutarakan – http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tmutarakan
2. Rake – http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rake_(tool) – There is a Russian saying «to trip twice on the same

rake» (наступить дважды на одни и те же грабли), which means «to repeat the same silly mistake».

3. Kommunalka – http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communal_apartment
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burashi
Interview with Robin D. Gill
Robin Gill is one of the most unusual contemporary researchers of Japanese poetry
and culture. He does not have advanced academic degrees and does not teach in
fancy universities, but lives a life of hermit in Miami, Florida. Nevertheless, as Wikipedia
puts it he is a “maverick authority on the history of stereotypes of Japanese identity
and prolific translator of, and commentator on Japanese poetry, especially haiku and
senryu.”
Robin spent 20 years in Japan working for various publishing companies. He
writes books in Japanese and English as well as haiku and senryu using a pen
name Keigu (敬愚 – Yours Madly). In his books Robin always provides the Japanese
originals and usually offers several translations of the same poem, highlighting
different aspects of wordplay and layers of meaning.
You can find the full catalogue of Robin’s books on the web-site of his publishing
company Paraverse Press1 . For the purpose of this interview we are mostly interested
in two of them, dedicated to genres of senryu and kyoka.
Mad in Translation2 is a unique book containing many translations of informal comic
Japanese poems called kyoka (crazy / playful songs) on a wide range of topics. While
most anthologies in English can boast only a limited number of such poems, Gill’s
740-page book offers translations of and comments on more than 2,000 kyoka. A
shorter 300-page version of the book is called Kyoka, Japan’s Comic Verse – a Mad in
Translation Reader.
The Woman Without a Hole – & other risky themes from old Japanese poems
(alternative name – Octopussy, Dry Kidney & Blue Spots – dirty themes from 18-19c
Japanese poems)3 contains translations of and comments on more than 1,300 senryu
and zappai of Edo period (XVIII-XIX вв.). Almost all of them are risque and have not
been translated before.
***
Ёrshik: Robin, Could you tell us a little bit about the research you undertook for “Mad In
translation” and Woman Without Hole”, please? What determined your choice of senryu and
kyoka? What were the main sources that you used?
RDG: As I read a book a day for decades and liked comic English poetry, when
circumstance brought me to Japan and the Japanese language at age 20, I found and
enjoyed Blyth’s anthologies of classic senryu.
Loving nature, haiku got most of my time for poetry but, about 1990, I found enough
haiku-related content in a cheap old senryu and zappai anthology to skim through
the ten thousand plus poems and, as I enjoyed bawdy songs and poems, bought a few
expensive books of classic dirty senryu once I could read Japanese well enough and,
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finally, shortly before leaving in 1998, a couple cheap ones with small selections and
plentiful annotation. They were cheap because in the mid-90’ s large publishers finally
dared to publish them.
Thinking I just might write something someday, but lacking the money to buy the
alphabetic list of all the Yanagidaru senryu, I also convinced a librarian to let me secretly
take out the huge reference book long enough to copy hundreds of pages on a cheap
copy machine.
In 2005, a half-year in to what became a 5 year stay in rural North Florida caring for my
sister (suffering cancer and cancer treatment), her aging dogs and farm critters, my
time was too broken and energy too weak to do justice to serious poetry or themes,
so I decided to play with comic short form poetry. My main sources were all printed
and not in manuscript, but primary in the sense that not only were most poems never
translated, but found only in the original book and not reprinted in the senshuu
(anthologies) or, selections, which are all most Japanese read.
Kyoka, on the other hand, escaped me entirely when I was in Japan. I decided to do a
book of them a month before finishing the senryu book, and having only one book of
kyoka I brought back but had not read and an Iwanami selection of mostly Edo late XVIII
century kyoka included in a larger volume with senryu as well, bought one of the three
huge kyoka anthologies (including over a hundred old books with, unfortunately, zero
notes) published, as it was the only one of the three I could afford, and began writing
as I read, keeping each chapter down to two pages as it was all I could handle due to
my unsettled circumstance and published all 740 pages of it about a year later.
I thought I might be able to translate kyoka, which is to say find as much as I was
bound to lose in translation, because I chanced to come across an old translation
(“Heaven or Hell, one thing is true: / You cannot take them with you!”) I scribbled by a kyoka
that haiku master Issa found and jotted down in his journal. And, as my sister, kind
person that she was, happened to live in a world as black and white as her dalmations
and took everything literally, let me confess, I had to dive into mad poetry to keep
from becoming mad myself. And, I should note that without the generous advice of
Yoshioka Ikuo, the top amateur researcher of kyoka today, I would not have found the
anthology I bought, Kyoka Taikan.
Ёrshik: Having studied both senryu and kyoka, what, in your opinion, the main similarities
and differences between kyoka and senryu are (apart from the former being a 17-syllable
poem and the latter – a 31-syllable one)? Do they share the same techniques, poetic devices
and topics or their only common feature is satire and humour?
RDG: Better write of 31 vs. 17 syllabets (my word for mora, a syllabic letter/sound)
poems as Japanese tend to write both in single lines and the segments often run
together or do not break right and when done with drawings can have any number of
breaks. Kyoka in the broadest sense of the word, which few Japanese understand today,
includes much more variety than senryu. Kyoka includes more complex word play,
take-offs (though relatively few are parodies) and more personal poems, ranging from
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the comic self-effacing to the ridiculously boastful, and squibs, but more commonly,
eulogy, charms and other benedicta.
Some kyoka serve as douka, or didactic religious poems while others comically define
almost any topic under the sun or over it. Many chuckle over the foibles of urban life
(as per Blyth’s senryu) and add to that a hinaburi, or droll rural take on life, or include
fine personal observation and insight to creatively expand haikai seasonal themes and
the metaphor pool of traditional waka love poems.
As Yoshioka Ikuo points out, the usually captioned theme poems common to Naniwa,
Nagoya, Osaka and Kyoto kyoka take the lead in broadening the scope of 31syllabet
waka poetry now known as tanka. We are talking about the largely unwritten B-side
of waka that once were used for everyday greetings and gift exchange among other
things. While senryu are not adverse to ancient themes – the title of my book, The
Woman Without a Hole, referring to Ono no Komachi being a good example – on the
whole, kyoka do require more knowledge of the past than senryu, which tends to be
present oriented, but novelty is also big in kyoka, so plenty of foreign things are also
put into 31 syllabets.
Ёrshik: In his essay “A Study of True Senryu” Susumu Takiguchi writes that senryu has three
essential characteristics: okashimi (humour), karumi (lightness) and ugachi (insightful
observation). Do you agree with this and, if not, which characteristics of senryu, in your
opinion, are necessary and sufficient?
RDG: I agree on the three characteristics as common to good senryu. Okashimi makes
us smile and makes me think of Blyth writing of the good nature of most Japanese
humor, often bawdy but never as horrifically obscene as, say, Crowley. Karumi, of course
(as a Bashoite, a term I would expect from Takiguchi), and I would add it is greatly
aided by the brevity built into the form. Ugachi might also be translated “penetrating”.
Still, most senryu in old anthologies probably do not have all three and to demand all
of them is like demanding poems that make us frown, smile, chuckle, laugh, click our
tongues and groan, where a poem that can elicit any one of them would prove itself
no dud and no poem could make us do all of that.
I also would like to remind people of that awful poem in the much revered first classic
anthology the Man’yoshu:
Easy-on-the-eyes
Sweet Miss Easy-on-the-eyes
Surprise, surprise,
Aye, I’m the one, the one
Who won Miss Easy-on-the-eyes
(Man’yoshu, song N.95, tr. By Robin D. Gill)

Why did the editors leave such poems in a book including poems by the top poets of
the time? Perhaps because one elegant poem after another can get boring.
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Parenthetically, could the Sovereign, or whoever could have married her to anyone
(himself, included) have realized Miss Easy-to-look-at was a fool and, judging from the
poem, found her a husband who would not even notice that?
Finally, what senryu is “good” would depend upon the quality and experience of the
reader more than anything else. What would seem insightful to a first time reader
might bore one familiar with a large body of poems who read the same idea countless
times before.
Ёrshik: You seem to agree that good senryu should have okashimi, karumi and ugachi and
yet you say that many senryu don’t have them all or that it is unreasonable to demand it.
Does it mean that there are not that many truly good senryu out there, or that a senryu
can be, for example, just humorous or playful, and not necessarily critical? Blyth himself
insisted that critical nature is the essential feature of senryu and yet the examples of poems
he provides seem to be nothing more than just funny sketches from the day to day life – some
sort of «humorous shasei» if you like. What’s your take on this?
RDG: I think it possible something can be so damn good in one respect that it can
excite us more than something pretty good in three. Sometimes, it is definitely far
better.
And, remember, no poem exists alone. If you need a poem to represent a genre or it
is the only poem you will ever be allowed to read, balance may be a good thing. The
good senryu, which Blyth described. But when you read a body of work – and with
hyper-short form poetry that does tend to be our manner of enjoying poems -- you
need exceptional poems to hold your interest – or, I do, at any rate. I believe that Blyth
was listing things that must be indulged in moderately in haiku but are favored in
senryu. I would say he was trying to delineate senryu from haiku and not to limit it. His
actual choice of senryu, as you note, demonstrates that.
Ёrshik: Indeed. One of the biggest headaches for organisers of various haiku contests and
poets alike is to draw a line between “human haiku” and senryu. The distinction you make
in your books is that senryu deal with stereotypes, while human haiku deal with concrete
people. Could you elaborate on this, please?
RDG: “Dealt” with stereotypes, as my concern was Edo era senryu. Modern senryu
includes some of the same in so far that, in Japan, it includes decades of books focusing
on things such as the life of the salaryman. The word stereotype seems awfully shallow
to most people, but when you have tiny poems and a similar lifestyle, you tend to get
the same observations and thoughts over and over. Becoming familiar with common
themes and ideas forces us to observe better and find things others have yet to note.
Also, once we have such accepted themes, the limited space of the poem allows for
more detail or wordplay as there is no need to give the basic information. This was true
for types of people in link-verse haikai that preceded senryu and still true for seasonal
terms in haiku that serve in a similar though more subtle way. The seasonal terms
include classes of people, rice planters, cherry blossom viewers etc., but one feels the
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observations are on the whole, specific and personal for haiku – which, following waka,
includes many poems written as indirect greetings but not in classic senryu, which if
Japanese had the grammar English calls this or that “person” would be third-person in
almost all cases.
Ёrshik: Are there any other characteristics that distinguish senryu from “human haiku”?
RDG: When it comes to modern haiku (including the portion of older haiku that did not
depend on link verse context), with a large human, or cultural, element, in comparison
to senryu, there is, or should be a connection to the greater seasonal or (coming from
a tropical environment) diurnal reality, call it the micro and macro cosmos, if you wish.
Haiku often embody the literal meaning of the word religion. Maybe that is why many
old people in Japan find haiku.
Ёrshik: Thank you for touching upon the topic of religion. In his works on haiku Blyth says
that haiku are religious. At the same time he says, however, that haiku has nothing to do with
the Good, the True and the Beautiful. What do you think he meant?
RDG: Blyth made mistakes, but he never overlooked etymology: haiku link, tie or
reunite us to the micro and macro-cosmos. What else is re-ligare? By Good, True and
Beautiful, he meant philosophy, and by philosophy, he meant conceptual or abstract
reality (as opposed to the real world of haiku). You have to remember that he looked
for the Zen in Haiku and the haiku in Zen. Just switch haiku with Zen and you get the
idea.
The only problem with this – and it is a big problem to me – is that this led to people
like Kenneth Yasuda to write drivel about how haiku ought to be utterly objective and
have nothing subjective in them. Yasuda wrote before computers became common,
but I felt he was wrong from the get-go. That is akin to saying AI could write a better
poem than a human. That idea, combined with claims about shasei (sketching from
life) alone being proper for haiku, justified the production of the most boring poems
the world has ever seen.
Ёrshik: Since we are on the topic, which haiku styles do you favour personally?
RDG: I happen to like karumi, as wit tends to be light. I find that the renga master Sogi
who most people think is all elegance and yugen wrote some great light haiku before
haiku was called haiku. For example, fear about a cherry blossom catching cold (This
does not English well as in Japanese a cold is a wind and the wind was the nemesis of
cherry blossoms).
Ёrshik: Do people also talk about different styles of senryu and kyoka?
RDG: I have come to know too much about kyoka to write about it, i.e., generalize;
but I can say that part of the Kamigata school came to rename it excite- (meaning
“improvised”) poetry, properly made impromptu for real life situations rather than for
fixed-theme competition with an eye toward anthologies as was the case with waka
and that part of the Edo kyoka tradition came to favor a style affiliated with haikai –
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or so they claim, though I find that link stronger in Kamigata kyoka, where there is
much innovation of traditional haikai seasonal themes based on personal observation!
Believe it or not, I am not sure anyone in Japan has even noted this!
To be brief, many of the best kyoka probably combine parody+wordplay+novel ideas.
Yet, as true for senryu, some are so outstanding on a single part of that to blow away
any other shortcomings.
A lot of traditional senryu was, however, nothing more than what we call black humor.
So Blyth was a bit too kind to Japan when he found it all good-natured. Edo at its best/
worst may have been 80% men. Those men suffered and many must have been quite
jealous of women. As with clean senryu, some of the reprehensible kyoka is bad and
some is good.
I dove into senryu but I never cared to read what scholars thought of them. Luckily,
Blyth was no scholar but a blessed amateur who provided us with a lot of primary
material. With the exception of one short chapter for a book published by an academic
press with a couple dozen translations by John Solt, I am the only one to serve up the
dirty stuff Blyth wrote highly of but refrained from translating. Others simply wrote
of it. Ah, there are some almost dirty senryu in Shirane’s book. I also much appreciate
some of the translations, where he had polishing-up help from a fine stylist.
Ёrshik: Yeah, translating poetry is a difficult task :) In one of your books you quote Robert
Frost who once said, that “poetry is what is lost in translation”. This might be especially true
for senryu and kyoka as they draw extensively on humour, cultural stereotypes, wordplay,
parody, which are not always possible to adequately translate into another language and
cannot be fully appreciated by people brought up in different cultures. You get around this
problem by providing multiple versions of translations and explanations, but this is not really
an option for non-scholarly publications, or is it?
RDG: Yes, in my more recent A Dolphin In the Woods (after Horace, who found that
creative translations sometimes end up with dolphins in the woods and boars in the
ocean) you will find pages on Frost’s quote.
Be that as it may, even with waka and haiku not a little humor is lost in translation,
partly, perhaps, because it is not expected and therefor missed by the translators yet
not missed by the readers. In translating, whether for public or academic consumption,
we must always note that much is lost not just to be fair to the original authors but
because not doing so gives the would-be poets of our own respective languages an
excuse to publish uninteresting work they needed to spend much more time on. We
need to persevere until we can find the right word to add another layer of meaning
or provide a meaningful association or make the sound of the poem suitable to the
content.
If haiku and senryu are easy for you, chances are that your poem bores me. If you have
even one syllable added just to pad the syllable count, don’t share it with me. This is
not to say all I have done is good. Sometimes there is no single solution, but I am sure
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many of those multiple translations were done because I could not spare the time to
come up with one. Explanation that makes the poem itself impossible to enjoy should,
of course, be avoided, but an explanation of the original wit may always accompany a
poem witty in itself though not necessarily the same as the original.
Ёrshik: What would be your advice to the translators of senryu, who want to convey the joke
in another language without spoiling it by explanation?
RDG: Just avoid the unforgiveable but all too common combination of boring
translations with insufficient explanation.
Ёrshik: You often use rhymes in your translations of senryu and kyoka. Given that the
Japanese poems are not rhymed, do you consider the rhyme to be an alternative way of
conveying the prosody of the Japanese language or is it just an easy way to make the word
play more understandable?
RDG: There is far more internal rhyme in Japanese ku than generally noticed, so if
you divide your poems into more than one line it is surely artificial to AVOID rhyme.
However, it is not uniform in style or a form in Japanese, so making them all AAB or
ABA is silly, too. If the original seems snappy and rhyme snaps best in English, I’ll do it,
but I am as inconsistent as the originals.
Still, I definitely do outrhyme the originals. I am unsure what exactly “prosody” means
and only some of my rhymes follow the original puns. Mostly, I feel I am giving
equivalent wordplay, and by this, I mean that rhymes are similar to the sort of punning
that provides what Kipling called “just-so” in his stories for children Japanese translate
as “Why? Why? Tales” (nazenazemonogatari).
I sometimes explain Japanese wordplay and/or find a fortuitous linguistic coincidence
that permits me to match the original, but for the most part I must make do with
rhyme. In a word, I do it to compensate for loss in translation.
While Blyth did not rhyme (only Stewart did it and did it well, albeit too consistently for
my taste), he wrote excellence defences of rhyme within his books of translated haiku.
The biggest problem with rhyme is that it, like puns, depends on chance and chance
is seldom analogous. Like the proverbial lightning, it seldom strikes the same place
twice.
Ёrshik: As we all know, senryu depict the day to day life of ordinary people. Over time the
popular topics varied from Yoshiwara senryu to social criticism. Which topics dominate the
senryu genre in today’s Japan?
RDG: Blyth and Ueda later mostly gave us ordinary people, but senryu was not only
about ordinary people. In A Woman Without a Hole, you will find rare types of people
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and odd historical or legendary characters of particular interest to the sex-starved
males of Edo. Think of the various sorts of people frequenting black humor and odd
but often well-known urban legends in the West that so delight young men.
Ёrshik: What do you think the main differences between modern and old senryu are, then?
RDG: I know little about modern senryu, but my impression is that the sexually explicit
part is both a smaller percentage of the total and more strictly segregated from the
clean stuff, more women write senryu than before and while type-centered senryu are
still common, much is too personal, or at least individual – even first-person! – to have
been considered senryu before the XX century.
Ёrshik: You are right, from the middle of the XIX century Japan started to open up to the
outside world and many forms of traditional Japanese art started to be influenced by the
Western culture. Haiku was no exception. It is believed that Shiki’s theory of shasei was largely
influenced by the Western style of painting. Do you think that the Western civilization also
enriched the genres of senryu and kyoka in terms of new types of humour and satire as well
as new ways of poetical expression?
RDG: There was already plenty of shasei in Japan and both new themes and realism
were already found, indeed, pioneered in kyoka that was turning into tanka at that
time; but I dare not guess about just how much influence there was on haiku and
senryu as I have not read enough late XIX century hyper-short poetry to know. I do not
find much influence in Shiki whom I have read. It may have influenced his essays, but
his poems would have been well appreciated by, say, Issa.
Re Shiki: as is usually the case, he wrote against what was. And, as most art gets caught
in grooves or ruts, you need to grab something outside of your insect brain – we all
have insect brains – to escape: careful attention to minute details of reality can do that
for you. At the same time, you should know that Shiki contradicts himself even more
than Blyth. He had a stupendous imagination and many of his poems even after he
advocated objective depiction are subjective, inventive and imaginative.
What I have found for sure is that French dirty-realism as well as working-class Marxist
naturalism had a large influence on both some tanka and on enka singing balladeers.
Ershik: Unfortunately Blyth does not does not define haiku in his books, but he defines
senryu as “beauty touched with sex and laughter”. Do you believe Blyth’s definition is still
valid today?
RDG: If by “beauty” you mean “aware,” which is usually translated as pathos, there is
something to that definition. Otherwise, I would say that such a definition is, if anything,
more valid today; but only meaningful if one is so in love with human life to find it all
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beautiful. I would just say that when you try to pin it down in a few words, life, unlike
an insect specimen, suddenly becomes funnier and easier to bear.
Ёrshik: By satirical or humorous Japanese poetic forms, we usually mean senryu, kyoka
and zappai. We do, however, also have what is called kyoku (crazy poems). Was kyoku a
stand-alone genre, or was it a catch-all term for the poems that deviated too much from the
classical accepted conventions? For example, Basho called his famous hokku he wrote for the
kasen Withering Gusts, a kyoku.
RDG: Basho referred to the hero of a comic novel about a guy who wrote kyoka, when
he called his hokku a kyoku. I only wish it were copied by others, for today, the wittiest
ku tend to be called “kokkei haiku” and I prefer short terms to long.
Kokkei means eccentric, weird, outlandish, but judging from the only collection actually
called that, mainly, they are witty, but highbrow, unlike the haikai from which Basho
emerged which tended to be outrageous and often as bawdy as senryu would later become.
Very little of the early haikai link-verse has been translated out of Japanese as it is not
only complexly linked by puns but downright vulgar and few academics have gotten
far by pursuing such stuff. After Karai Senryu died, there were efforts to call senryu
kyoku. I am glad it never came to much as I personally would like to be able to call
hundreds of Issa’s ku kyoku, but I am afraid the term is not generally used that way.
There are other terms of which the most often used, especially with respect to Issa,
is 自嘲 (jichou – self chortling). I will probably try to revive or rather promote the
term kyouku in Japan if and when my kyoka books become best-sellers. There is no
guarantee they will.
Ёrshik: And how about zappai? You call zappai “something between haiku and senryu”.
RDG: Between haikai (early haiku linked verse) and senryu. Chronologically, the
Mutamagawa collection of both 14 and 17 syllabet zappai (as most Japanese call them
that) proceeded and slightly overlapped those edited by Senryu. About 500 poems
some completely identical are found in both. Blyth’s Edo Satirical Verse Anthologies
gives Mutamagawa 207 pages to only 36 for Yanagidaru, so it has been acknowledged
in English.
Ёrshik: In this respect, do you see zappai as a separate genre and if yes, how do you
characterise it?
RDG: Zappai, or sundry hai is also a catchall for all sorts of regional variants. Richard
Gilbert wrote something about that four or five years ago. He lives far from Tokyo,
where Edo letters tend to be favored. Zappai has more surprises than senryu as many
stereotypes were just beginning and covers a broader spectrum of dialects, but early
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zappai rarely gives us the satisfaction felt when reading a well finished senryu. Didn’t
someone once write that the last person who improves an aphorism owns it? Senryu
came to own much it did not invent.
Ёrshik: They say that senryu are worth reading only once while haiku are read many times
(they are even recited twice). Do you concur?
RDG: Most haiku have always been as unworthy of two reads as most senryu; and
both fields have many good and bad that must be read at least twice to get. I would
rather say that senryu lacks that je ne sais quoi (whateveryoucallit) that makes you
want to copy it on a piece of paper and keep it hanging in your room.
Ёrshik: Still, there are a few haiku (like Basho’s frog or Issa’s sparrow) that are considered
to be model haiku and are known not only by people interested in the Japanese poetry. Are
there any senryu and kyoka that are considered to be «model» examples of the genre in
Japan? If, yes, what are they?
RDG: I just looked at the 20 senryu in the toss-in booklet of top poems of the various
genres that came with one of my dictionaries and not one was among those I might
have expected. I kinda hoped to see the some that Blyth introduced, but even those
ones were not there. (Once I surveyed students re haiku and asked for an example, but
I have never done that for senryu, sorry).
With kyoka, I guess there is one found in almost every small collection in Japanese or
English: it is Yadoya Meshimori’s observation that bad waka poets are good because
who wants to see earth and heaven move (as the Kokinshu introduction claims poems
have such power). Note that the poem lacks the two most common characteristics
considered synonymous with kyoka: it is not a parody of another poem and contains
not a single pun.
To my mind
The bad poets are the ones
To be preferred:
Who wants to see
Heaven and Earth disturbed?
(Yadoya Meshimori, tr. Robin D. Gill)

In Japanese alone, one often comes across two of Yomo no Akara’s poems. One where
a potato turned eel (a common folk fiction) is punned into a split relationship on the
coals so to speak and one where a classic romantic poem take-off has the calling
of birds that are eaten pun into their dying off. Both depend entirely on puns.
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Ёrshik: Robin, thank you very much for your interesting answers and insights. One last
question – do you plan writing any more books on the topics of senryu and kyoka and if yes,
what will they be about?
RDG: No more on senryu unless something selected from Mutamagawa (maybe with
an academic who wants me to do a senryu book with him).
Kyoka – didn’t I say I am writing three in Japanese? Wait, I see you specified “topics.” Yes,
I may collect the religion-related kyoka, as they tend toward something that agrees
with me, “free-thinking”.

***
In conclusion, a few senryu by Robin:
しびる程いい音クワもたまにする
Sometimes a hoe sounds so good a man will shiver
働く蜂笑婦も笑う圧化粧
A wasp at work -- thick make-up is nothing to be ashamed of
Mean fall sunlight
here in Brooklyn 2 square-ft
X 2 hrs per room

1. Paraverse Press – http://www.paraverse.org
2. Robin D. Gill «Mad In Translation: Thousand Years of Kyoka, Comic Japanese Poetry in the Classic Waka

Mode» – http://www.amazon.com/MAD-IN-TRANSLATION-Robin-Gill/dp/0974261874

3. Robin D. Gill «The Woman Without a Hole & Other Risky Themes from Old Japanese Poems» –

http://www.amazon.com/Woman-Without-Hole-themes-japanese/dp/0974261882
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Arrows in the Quiver: An Interview with Michael Dylan Welch
Despite the fact that senryu has a long history, little is known about this genre
outside Japan. Because of this, there are still a lot of heated discussions among haikai
enthusiasts about senryu’s place in haikai poetry, about its distinction from haiku,
and about whether one should make this distinction at all. We asked Michael Dylan
Welch, who is well known in the international haikai community, to share his views on
what’s going on at the moment in the United States, where senryu were introduced
a long time ago together with haiku, on current trends and discussions in the haikai
community, and how the poets differentiate (or not) between the two genres.
Michael Dylan Welch has been a long-time vice president of the Haiku Society
of America, and is co-founder of the American Haiku Archives, co-founder of the
Haiku North America conference, and co-founder of National Haiku Writing Month
(NaHaiWriMo). All four organizations also welcome senryu.
With his press, Press Here, he also published the first anthology of English-language
senryu, titled Fig Newtons: Senryu to Go (1993). His haiku, senryu, tanka, and longer
poems have appeared in hundreds of journals and anthologies in at least 16 languages.
In 2012, a waka translation from one of his books (co-translated with Emiko Miyashita)
appeared on the back of 150,000,000 United States postage stamps. Originally from
England, Michael has lived there and in Ghana, Australia, and Canada, and currently
lives in the United States with his wife and two children in Sammamish, Washington
(the nearby city of Yakima is where the first American senryu are known to have been
written, around 1910).
***
Ёrshik: Michael, thank you very much for agreeing to answer our questions. By way of
introduction, could you please give our readers a short introduction to development of
senryu in English and the main milestones of this process?
MDW: Senryu, of course, is very much bound up with haiku, at least in English. This is
different from the scene in Japan where one is either a haiku poet or one is a senryu
poet. But in English, one can be both, and this is perfectly acceptable. In most journals,
too, these genres have mostly been lumped together.
Indeed, I’ve personally always advocated that they not be segregated, as has sometimes
been the case with the Haiku Society of America’s Frogpond journal, because the
distinction is often unclear, and the editor’s designations so often seem to contradict
the way I and other readers might designate the poems. I believe the distinction is
largely something that readers can decide for themselves, and the mixing of haiku and
senryu together adds more variety to one’s reading, in both tone and content.
It’s in this context that it’s difficult to outline major milestones for senryu in English,
because so often senryu has been overshadowed by haiku in the haiku publications
where senryu have appeared. Senryu have been published with haiku since the
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beginning of most Western haiku journals. There was a senryu magazine, Seer Ox (a
pun on the Xerox photocopier manufacturer), published by Michael McClintock in the
1970s, and I published what I believe to be the first senryu anthology in English, in 1993,
called Fig Newtons: Senryu to Go. Alan Pizzarelli published a wonderful collection of
senryu pretending to be a senryu magazine in 2001. Occasional other books have been
published with a focus purely on senryu, including Lorraine Ellis Harr’s Selected Senryu
in 1976, J.C. Brown’s Senryu: Poems of the People in 1991, and James D. Hodgson’s
American Senryu in 1992 (and many others more recently). The Brown and Hodgson
books struck me as being disconnected from what was regularly published as senryu
in the leading haiku/senryu journals in English, though, and should not be counted
as milestones, but Harr’s book should be, as should the Seer Ox journal. We currently
have the publication Prune Juice that features senryu and kyoka in English. But of
course many dozens of haiku journals have included senryu over the years.
Key books, of course, include R.H. Blyth’s two books on senryu, and two additional
ones relating to senryu (1949, 1960, and 1961), but I don’t believe they were read
nearly as widely as his haiku books. More recently Robin D. Gill has produced massive
translations with commentary on senryu, but they are intimidating to read. Much more
approachable is Makoto Ueda’s Light Verse from the Floating World: An Anthology of
Premodern Japanese Senryu, published in 1999. This is some serious humor!
The Haiku Society of America has been running its annual Brady senryu contest since
1988, I believe (in contrast, the society’s Henderson contest for haiku began in 1976).
The Haiku Poets of Northern California group has had a senryu contest since 1990.
There aren’t many other regular contests, if any, that focus just on senryu in English.
Senryu has a distinct place in poetic history, but it is all too often relegated to a secondclass sort of citizenship in English (as in Japan), but I do think it has earned respect.
Ёrshik: In your opinion, how was the emerging English-language senryu influenced on the
one hand by the centuries-old Japanese senryu tradition and on the other – by an equally old
European/American humor and wit?
MDW: I’m confident that innate human wit anywhere in the world can influence the
writing of senryu – and has done so. Wit and humor are just part of senryu, of course,
as there are also serious and satirical senryu. In all of these ways of thinking of senryu,
the tone can vary greatly, although often they are humorous and focused on humans,
of course.
It’s hard to say how Japanese senryu has influenced senryu in English. My sense is that
the influence is fairly limited, but perhaps that’s because I haven’t felt much of that
influence myself. Senryu in Japanese is not often translated into English. Blyth’s books
on senryu were not nearly as widely read, it seems to me, as his books on haiku, but
senryu appeared with haiku in other books. I think a larger influence might have been
the 1973 definition for senryu from the Haiku Society of America, and discussions of
senryu in Harold Henderson’s An Introduction to Haiku, Kenneth Yasuda’s The Japanese
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Haiku, William Higginson’s The Haiku Handbook (he also worked on the HSA definition),
and all three editions of Cor van den Heuvel’s The Haiku Anthology and other early
anthologies. But beyond that, I’m at a loss to say where Japanese influences on senryu
came from. Senryu, in effect, just seemed to come along for the ride with haiku.
Ёrshik: As you mentioned, you were the editor of the first English-language senryu anthology
Fig Newtons: Senryu to Go. What inspired you to compile an English-senryu anthology in 1993?
MDW: Thank you for asking about Fig Newtons. It’s hard to believe the book was
published twenty years ago already.
My motive certainly wasn’t to be first, if indeed it was the first. I don’t think I was even
aware of that at the time of putting it together. What motivated me was simply the
poets around me, and the work I knew well. As I said before, senryu is not just humor
and wit, but I did focus on that in selecting the 111 poems in the anthology. The
poets were all local to me, where I lived in the San Francisco area, so a motive was
really just to feature their poems. The book was originally going to be a collection just
of my own poems, but somehow expanded to include several other poets. William
Higginson gave the book a very enthusiastic review, and it also won a Merit Book
Award from the Haiku Society of America. It was a fun collection to put together, and
I think all of the contributors can be proud of their work in the anthology. I wish the
book was still in print.
Ёrshik: Could you tell us a little bit more about how you selection the poems for the anthology?
What made a good senryu to you? Did your approach change since then?
MDW: As I said in the book’s introduction, I chose most poems for their humor or wit,
but noted that not all senryu are funny. Confining my choices to the humorous is not so
much a statement on what senryu is as it is a way of making a pleasing book. I wanted
readers to enjoy it, and perhaps laugh or chuckle. These days, I’d probably make the
same choice, because it’s more important to me to make a pleasing collection rather
than to make a point that this is senryu and that isn’t. If I’d change anything, it might be
to pick poems that have a little more weight. Many of the poems in Fig Newtons had a
sort of lightness to them, and made up in humor what they might have lacked in depth
and reverberation. But of course they’re not haiku, but senryu, so I think lightness
should be celebrated. I mean lightness in terms of being “light verse,” not the lightness
that Basho celebrated with the term karumi, although I do think there are overlaps.
When Frogpond used to segregate senryu from haiku, I found myself frequently
disagreeing with the editor’s designations of the senryu (many of them seemed to
be haiku to me). On the other hand, I rarely thought poems designated as haiku were
really senryu. Perhaps that reflects my own conditioning, if that’s what it is, to think of
haiku broadly, thereby embracing some poems as haiku that are really senryu. Others
might not be conditioned the same way, and would define haiku less broadly. It’s easy
to think of senryu as part of the larger tradition of haiku (or haikai), but of course this
isn’t what’s done in Japan – a point we in the West might pay closer attention to.
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Ёrshik: Could you select a few poems from this anthology that you like most (or those that are
most representative of the genre in English) and comment on them, please?
MDW: The book contains senryu from six different poets, so it seems fair to select one
by each of them. Here’s one by Laura Bell:
the dentist –
all his ten fingers
and thumbs in my mouth

The humor is obvious. No wonder we can’t talk at the dentist – he has all his fingers
and thumbs in our mouth! But the Novocain can make it still feel that way even after
the dentist is done.
Hole in the ozone
my bald spot …
sunburned

The preceding poem by Garry Gay makes an obvious comparison between the hole in
the ozone (a problem we were aware of even in 1993) and the bald spot in the poet’s
own hair. Here’s a senryu with a serious edge to it. Just as the poet has not protected
his bald spot from sunburn, so too we as humans have not done enough to prevent
global warming and the hole in the earth’s ozone layer.
at his favourite deli
the bald man finds a hair
in his soup

This is one of my own poems, and one of my earliest senryu, or at least the earliest one
that seemed to succeed well (it placed in a senryu contest). We are all appalled to find
a hair in our soup, but perhaps that hair could be one of our own, so we can hardly
blame the cook. But if one is completely bald, then yes, we can blame the cook. In
this case the bald man knows that the hair in his soup couldn’t possibly be his. This is
funny, I hope, yet also a bit distressing.
50th high school reunion:
lined up to slow dance
with the fortune teller

This poem by vincent tripi reveals the human condition, as I think most of the best senryu
do. They are true, and we see ourselves in these poems, as I said in my introduction.
Here’s a poem where the poet embraces who he is, or at least who others are.
cropped grass –
πr2=
the tethered goat

I love the inventiveness in this poem by Christopher Herold. We can’t help but laugh,
even if we don’t know the formula for determining the area of a circle.
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in the next booth –
patient with the ketchup
but not her baby

This poem by Paul O. Williams has a serious overtone, in that it’s sad that a mother
would have more patience for ketchup than for her own child. Yet of course we can still
laugh, perhaps out of empathy for the overworked mother who is challenged by her
baby. Yet perhaps she can learn something from being patient with the ketchup – she
has no choice but to be patient with it, so why not extend that acceptance to being
patient with her baby, too?
Ёrshik: Many excellent senryu poets emerged since Fig Newtons was published. Who among
those newer senryu poets do you like most?
MDW: To me, senryu is just one of many arrows one might have in one’s poetic quiver.
I can’t say I even pay close attention to who the leading senryu poets are, however,
because senryu is just part of what many poets write, and seldom something that any
poet writing in English focuses on exclusively. Anita Virgil has had a reputation for
defining senryu stringently, at least years ago, yet I don’t think of her when I think of
current senryu poets. Alan Pizzarelli has a reputation for senryu, and has written some
excellent ones, although I think others have also excelled at senryu equally or more,
yet haven’t been trumpeted for their senryu as much. Alexis Rotella is similar to Alan in
this regard, but this reputation is based mostly in the past. Alexis started Prune Juice
in recent years, and although she’s no longer editing the journal, I appreciate that she
sought to elevate and respect senryu by starting such a publication. In any event, I
don’t feel that I’m in a position to highlight any of the “best” English-language senryu
poets of recent years, and would surely leave off some excellent poets if I tried, so I’m
reluctant to try highlighting recent writers in the genre. Senryu continues to be written
by most of the leading poets writing haiku in English, and I know that will continue to
be the case. Regardless of the fact that senryu and haiku are segregated more strictly
in Japan, in English they are close cousins, and I’m glad to be able to write both.
Ёrshik: You are quite right saying that one of the reasons (maybe the main one) that
confusion exists between haiku and senryu among the poets in the West is that they write in
both genres (plus also tanka, renku, haibun, and seemingly everything else Japanese), while
in Japan there is a clear segregation and therefore much less confusion.
MDW: I’m not sure that writing both haiku and senryu is the main reason confusion
exists between the two genres, although that’s surely a contributing factor. In
Japan, my understanding is that segregation between genres happens more for
cultural and social reasons than for aesthetic or literary reasons. It has everything
to do with depth and commitment – and there’s something Westerners can learn
from that. Segregation also stems from being part of a defined social group or
team. That’s why salarymen work for the same company all their lives. This has
been changing in recent years, but still, in Japan, “the nail that sticks up will
be hammered down” (出る杭は打たれる / deru kui wa utareru). One moves with
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the group, does things with the group, and always seeks harmony with one’s group.
Japanese culture emphasizes collectivism, not individualism. That’s a social motive,
not a literary motive. In the West, we don’t have that social motive, or at least not
nearly as much as Japan does, so we see no reason not to work for various companies,
so to speak, and to explore all poetic genres.
While Westerners could learn something from Japan in working for the same company,
or sticking to just one poetic genre – and from the depth of knowledge that results –
perhaps the Japanese could learn more breadth from the West. My sense is that the
ideal lies somewhere in between, which is why I’m glad that Shiki wrote both haiku
and tanka.
Ёrshik: Japan has a long history of censorship, authoritarianism, and military ruling, which
is a breeding ground for satirical forms such as senryu. In the West there is no censorship (at
least that is officially admitted), but it looks like there is some sort of internal censorship due
to the values of political correctness and public morals. In Japan, political correctness does
not seem to exist to the same extent. They simply segregate humorous and serious content.
And if a genre is designated to be a place for humor, there are pretty much no taboos and
many examples of Japanese senryu are much more biting compared to Western ones. Do
you think that a growing obsession with political correctness in the West and especially in
the United States is detrimental to humorous and satirical forms such as senryu?
MDW: Well, for one thing, political correctness itself can be a target for senryu, even
in the West, so maybe it helps senryu rather than hindering it!
Censorship does exist in the West, of course, even in official ways, but Western liberalism
surely takes the bite out of some of our senryu. More likely, though, poems that do
have such bite might just seem not to be as biting because the surrounding discourse
is already biting and uncensored.
On the other hand, the United States is fairly conservative (just compare the number
of nude beaches and nudity on television in the United States compared with Europe),
and such puritanism is a form of “censorship” driven by public morals, as you say. In
the United States everyone I know rolls their eyes at political correctness, yet of course
it still happens. So I’m not sure that political correctness is “growing” in the United
States at all. I think it continues to happen (whether it’s growing or not), but there’s
also a backlash against it because most people see how stupid some of it is. Indeed,
Facebook lives for people to complain about political correctness! What effect this all
has on senryu is a complex question, and I doubt there are anything but complex
answers – answers I don’t have.
As for Japan “segregating humorous and serious content,” I’m not sure that’s accurate.
Quite a few senryu are deadly serious with their satire, and may not be funny at all, in
Japanese and English. But of course many senryu are funny, and are meant to be, but I
would just say that senryu has a great deal of range beyond the merely humorous. If a
senryu doesn’t have a casualty, then what’s it for?
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Ёrshik: Speaking of censorship, since the Meiji restoration one of the main types of senryu in
Japan has become jiji senryu (senryu on current affairs). Most national and local newspapers
have columns dedicated to jiji senryu. Why do you think we see relatively few senryu and
kyoka on the economy, politics, and current events in the English-speaking world (though
there are some here and there in the online forums)?
MDW: Well, I think we do see such poems. A lot. Where they have taken root is in
popular notions of “haiku.” The general public has the perception that haiku is simply
counting syllables, and millions of 5-7-5 ditties dash around on the Internet and social
media sites commenting on the economy, politics, global warming, and other current
events. Most of their authors have no idea that what they’re writing is closer to senryu
than haiku. There are far too many contests for such ditties than I can count, all seeking
“haiku,” with nearly all of the results falling far wide of the mark, as haiku certainly,
but as senryu, too. So if confusion exists between haiku and senryu, it’s mostly in
the general public, much of which probably hasn’t even heard of senryu at all, and
therefore unintentionally bastardizes haiku.
So I think culturally the West hasn’t the need to comment on current affairs the way
Japanese poets have. Or rather, it’s already being done by a certain segment of Western
society that precludes those with a more literary bent from going in that direction
more frequently. Nevertheless, it seems obvious that more Westerners should embrace
senryu on current affairs, especially with literary intentions. Of course, senryu itself is
a populist sort of poetry, so “literary” intentions can go only so far. So maybe Western
poems should let loose more often and write non-literary senryu more often too.
Another factor, though, is the social pressure of expectations. Let’s say a Western
newspaper had a column for poetry commenting satirically on current affairs. If
it were a haiku column, the public would, alas, expect 5-7-5. So you have to get
them over that hurdle if the poems are not 5-7-5 and if their writers are conscious
of other literary targets for haiku. And if it were a senryu column, the public would
still be expecting 5-7-5, and they have the double challenge of figuring out senryu
as well as haiku, which digs an even deeper hole. The label of “haiku” carries so much
misinformation and baggage in the West that nearly all public and mainstream
attempts at literary emphasis in the genre are doomed to failure. Senryu would seem
to have an even hard time being understood, at least as a genre. Even very wellknown mainstream poets write very bad haiku, and have no idea why they’re so bad,
let alone trying to write senryu.
One solution, of course, is to abandon labels entirely, or call it simply “poetry.” A
newspaper column that sought three-line poems commenting on current affairs could
sidestep the label hang-up and let readers think for themselves what genre a poem
might be (if they care at all). A good poem will hit you in the gut – or the funny bone –
regardless of what genre it is, and there’s much to be said for trusting that. Maybe
haiku and senryu purists could lighten up a bit and be more accepting of “pseudohaiku” at least where some of it succeeds as senryu.
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Yet still we who specialize in these forms feel the underlying tension of seeing where a
poet may be misinformed about basic understandings of the genre (haiku or senryu),
even while we might be amused by the poems themselves. Our knowledge can too
easily block us from enjoyment, rather than deepening our enjoyment. So loosening
up could be good, although only to a point – there’s a line where a poem goes too far
and is neither haiku or senryu. How far is too far is moot if one seeks purely to enjoy a
good poem, but not moot if one wishes to offer analysis.
Ёrshik: You’ve emphasized a few times that senryu can be serious. For example, “quite a few
senryu are deadly serious with their satire, and may not be funny at all, in Japanese and
English.” What do you mean by “serious” here? It seems that you imply that satire is serious,
i.e., not humorous. We all read Alan Pizzarelli’s article “The Serious Side of Senryu,” but it
seems that you mean here something different. Isn’t satire by definition humorous as it makes
fun of its object or depicts it in a funny way (laughter is more powerful than direct criticism
or bashing) and uses humorous devices, such as grotesque, caricature, false confusion, etc.?
Would you agree that good senryu are all serious (i.e. the subject matter is serious – it is about
things that matter most for people in real life – mostly relationships, death, war, money,
politics, etc.) and humorous as they deal with this matters in a humorous (and light) way?
MDW: Yes, of course, many senryu (although not all) are serious, to the extent that they
aim at serious subjects, although they’re not necessarily all light, either, as the many
examples in Pizzarelli’s essay demonstrate. However, what we’re now dipping our toes
into is the matter of deciding what’s funny, which surely varies for everyone. What’s
funny to me might not strike another reader or writer that way, and vice versa. Or we
may see a touch of humor in a poem yet feel a strident underpinning of sadness or
melancholy, and thus feel reluctant to brand that poem as funny. Or perhaps we need
to define “serious” as the lack of humor. The best way to answer this question, I think,
may be to quote a few poems by the Japanese senryu poet Gengorō, born in 1930.
Here’s the title poem from his book Distant Frogs (Hokuseido Press, 2003), translated
by the Aogiri Group (chiefly, I believe, Taylor Mignon):
distant frogs
stop croaking
guests come

This poem is light, but it seems to have little or no humor. In fact, in English, the poem
feels to be very much like a haiku (having two parts with clear and immediate imagery,
and with frogs referencing spring). If there’s any humor, it’s perhaps that the frogs stop
their croaking because the guests might be loud themselves, but that’s one of several
possible interpretations, and not necessarily the overt intention. In any event, such
humor, if present, carries with it the tone of human criticism, which is why I would
consider this poem a senryu – humans are its target. (I’m reluctant to say, however, that
the poem’s target is boisterousness, because the poem merely hints at that. Trusting
the reader to go where he or she likes with the poem is one of the reasons I think it
succeeds.) Such “serious” senryu are common in Gengorō’s book. I agree, though, that
it’s difficult to define what is funny as well as what is serious. I think it was none other
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than British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli who said, “I am never more serious than
when I am joking.”
While many of Gengorō’s poems are indeed humorous or satirical, here are a few more
that are not, or perhaps only barely so:
sticking to the ceiling
a gecko is eavesdropping
on our conversation
on chairs at the wake
scarab beetles too
are in attendance
from a drawer
a shirt neck’s sticking out
great westering sun
old pond
no frogs
jumping in
returned after cleansing
my polluted lungs
back home

It’s important to emphasize that these poems are considered senryu, although of
course they bare strong resemblance to haiku. Isn’t that the point? The two genres
are cousins, or maybe even siblings, so of course there’s a family resemblance. Haiku
and senryu have many similarities, and while we each may have different ways to
distinguish between them (I certainly do), the point is that there isn’t a sharp division
but a continuum between the two genres – just as there’s a continuum between the
funny and the serious.
Here are some Gengorō poems with mild humor, yet still with serious undertones:
even the bulldog’s eyes
dilate at perfume
newlyweds on honeymoon
exhaust puffed out behind
tourist resort
the buses leave
only trash
what a bummer
an old friend drops by
after quitting the bottle
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first bow to the
roadside god
then take the photo
flirting with mannequins
until the rain blows over
sealed a letter
with my intentions
tagged PS
talked to her sleep-talking
not knowing ’til midway
the 3-way mirror
conspires to make
me look old

The humor and satire strikes me as stronger in verses such as the following:
obliged to buy
the sales woman
was well endowed
the sliding door
opens for
losers too
presented hair tonic
on father’s day
envying wife’s
content snore
insomnia

I should point out that Gengorō is not only the director of the League of Senryu Poets
in Chiba prefecture, but also a member of the Zasso (Weeds) haiku group. So, although
most haiku and senryu (and tanka) poets in Japan tend to focus just on one genre or
another, Gengorō, like Shiki, is an example of someone who embraces both haiku and
senryu.
In introducing the Gengorō book, Bitō Sanryū, director of the Japan Senryu Pen Club,
defines senryu as a form of poetry that records “the subtleties of humans in the world”
(vi). The focus is on humans, as opposed to haiku’s focus on seasons, but he makes
no mention of humor. Thus it should be no surprise that Gengorō’s poems embrace
all the possibilities of human subtlety. That includes the serious as well as the funny
and satirical. In his preface to the same book, Taylor Mignon reports that “in senryu
the themes and subject matter are as extensive as the objects and phenomena in the
world” (xvi). Accordingly, Mignon describes Gengorō’s poems as having light touches
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of humor, dry wit, and a sense of honesty, presenting “scenes and events objectively
with the facts and enough of a scene for us to make our own conclusions” (xviii).
Even though the Gengorō book I’m quoting from was published only as recently as
2003, Sanryū says that, to his knowledge, “this is the first time that a single senryu
poet’s works have been translated” and collected in a single book (xii). Obviously,
Westerners need more such translations so they can have a better appreciation of
senryu as a Japanese literary art, and thus have a better understanding of how to write
senryu themselves (xxx).
Ёrshik: In your essay “Becoming a Haiku Poet” you speak at some length about the details
that are to be taken into account in mastering the craft of haiku writing. In your opinion, are
there such points for an aspiring senryu writer?
MDW: Well, one difficulty with differentiating senryu from haiku is that many haiku
traits also apply to senryu. A keen perception and perhaps insight into nature or human
nature, created through implication and suggestion? Yes, true of senryu and haiku.
Primarily objective sensory images? Yes, true of both genres again. No titles, almost
no rhyming, and seldom the use of overt metaphor and simile? Again, yes to both.
A focus on perceptions and images? Yes, true again. Form? Again, the same reasons
that haiku don’t need to be 5-7-5 in English also apply to senryu. Whether a syllable
pattern applies in other languages such as Russian or other languages is something
only the leading haiku writers, translators, and commentators can say for their own
languages. So all of these traits apply to both, albeit with subtle variations, such as
greater subjectivity, perhaps, in senryu than in haiku.
The first key difference, of course, is that senryu don’t need to center structurally on a
pause or caesura (kire in Japanese, as you know) where we see two elements or parts in
juxtaposition. Nor do senryu require the seasonal reference (kigo in Japanese) required
of a traditional haiku. But what I would say is that senryu may have these elements; it’s
just that they don’t need to aim at them. In one of his books, however, R.H. Blyth wrote
about seasons in senryu, which may come as a surprise to many people.
Two other traits that I think are misleading by which to define senryu are humor and
human content. There are funny haiku (the online journal Haijinx was centered on this
premise) and serious senryu. And there are plenty of haiku with human content. As
for the myth of human content making a poem a senryu, it makes me wince when I
hear haiku poets say “Well, that poem has a person in it, so it’s a senryu.” Or “that poem
is funny, so it’s a senryu.” No, on both counts. Or not necessarily so. It’s just not that
simple. Think of Buson’s haiku about stepping on his dead wife’s comb. His poem has
an autumn seasonal reference, but the focus is otherwise purely on humans. I imagine
there might be a senryu that’s purely about nature, although I would admit that they’re
surely rare. It’s this latter point that demonstrates that human content is perhaps more
likely to be senryu, just as humor is more likely to be senryu than are serious poems,
but these factors on their own are hardly the deciding factors.
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So what targets does one aim for when writing senryu? Well, the same ones that apply
to haiku, for starters, without needing to aim at kigo or kireji. But ultimately, perhaps it’s
impossible to tell the difference with every single poem. Some poems are on the fence
between the two genres. Rather than force such poems down onto the pasture on one
side or the other, why not just let them enjoy the view on top of the fence? I’m told that
in Japan, if one is known as a “haiku” poet, all your poems are haiku rather than senryu.
And if one is known as a “senryu” poet, all your poems are senryu rather than haiku.
This would suggest that factors of biography, identity, and poetic expectation come
into play, which suggests that the evidence in the poems themselves may not matter
as much as what readers outside Japan might think. If pushed to declare whether a
particular poem is a haiku or senryu, I could certainly give my opinion, but I’d also be
perfectly fine (most of the time) with someone else giving an opposite opinion. As
Whitman said, “Do I contradict myself? Very well. I contain multitudes.”
If I may, I’d like to quote from the “Haiku and Senryu” page on my website, where I’ve
tried to summarize the differences between these two poetic cousins (pardon some
repetition here). Here I end with an emphasis on tone – and to me that is indeed the
chief factor differentiating haiku and senryu:
Haiku (俳句) is a brief genre of poetry that typically captures a moment of sensory perception,
often with a seasonal reference (kigo, or season word) and a two-part juxtapositional structure
(equivalent to a kireji, or cutting word) that conveys or implies an emotion.
Senryu (川柳, more accurately presented in English as senryū, with a macron) is similar to haiku
except that it tends to be more satirical or ironic in tone, and does not need to include a season
word or two-part structure (although some senryu may still include these elements yet still be
considered a senryu). Some people think of haiku as focusing on nature, with senryu focusing
on people, but this is misleading. The fact is that many haiku by the Japanese masters also
focus on people, so having human content is not a distinguishing factor. Furthermore, haiku is
actually a seasonal poem, not strictly a nature poem (many of the kigo that haiku aim at are
in fact not nature-related), although nature often comes along for the ride. Instead, it is usually
tone that differentiates haiku and senryu. Haiku tend to celebrate their subjects (even if dark),
whereas senryu tend to have a “victim,” and may or may not be humorous. Haiku typically
treat their subjects reverently, whereas senryu do so irreverently. Haiku try to make a feeling,
and senryu try to make a point. And if haiku is a finger pointing to the moon, senryu is a finger
poking you in the ribs.
Ёrshik: Talking about distinctions, we could not pass up discussing your neon buddha poems
series. While the use of a personage in haiku/senryu is very rare (one could also recall Ban’ya
Natsuishi’s flying pope), it is an interesting theme. Though you previously called them haikulike, poems such as the following resemble senryu:
neon buddha wants to be
an absolute monarch
butterfly
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neon buddha says
making toast
is still cooking
last day of the year
neon buddha’s resolutions
in invisible ink

Could you shed some more light on this, please?
MDW: First, I would like acknowledge Carlos Colón, whose delightful Haiku Elvis poems
have added to this conversation (he has a new book out collecting these poems).
They’re all from the point of view of a character that surely everyone can relate to
around the world. And they’re frequently funny, as I’m sure is the point. Most of them
would seem to be senryu, too. I would also like to acknowledge Scott Metz and others
who, like Ban’ya Natsuishi, have written similar series of poems (albeit haiku rather
than senryu) with the express purpose of developing a personal mythology. That has
been my goal with my neon buddha poems, yet often with self-deprecating humor.
Second, I’d also like to mention another form of poetry I write a lot – the form of
“American Sentences,” Allen Ginsberg’s variation of haiku. I use the form to record
things that my young children say (they’re currently ages 8 and 10). Many of these
poems (all meant to fit exactly 17 syllables in one line) are funny, and share the trait of
humor or at least lightness with many senryu. They also ring with truth, I hope. They’re
perhaps not too much different from the text that appears in comic strips – and I see a
lot of parallels between the structure of haiku and senryu with the structure of humor.
I mention American Sentences because, like Haiku Elvis and the flying pope, there are
many other angles to senryu, and I welcome them all.
Now, are my neon buddha poems haiku or senryu, or what are they? I don’t really mind
what they are. Mostly I think of them as short poems, and neither haiku or senryu.
Yet some do seem to be haiku or senryu – although probably closer to senryu than
haiku. I can see the connection to senryu in the first two examples you quote. The
deliberate humor and wordplay makes them lean towards senryu rather than haiku.
And they have a victim (typically me, to the extent that some of them are about me),
so that’s another factor, a tonal one, that pushes them towards senryu. Yet the third
poem might be closer to haiku than senryu because of the juxtapositional structure,
which the first two poems lack, not to mention the seasonal reference and slightly
more serious undertones of meaning. In any event, to me it’s the development of a
personal mythology that matters more than whether they’re haiku or senryu (I’ve now
written a couple thousand of these poems, so it’s been a particularly inspiring poetic
vein for me to mine). Ultimately, I wonder if the definition of senryu (vs. haiku) is that
a poem is a senryu if the reader thinks it’s a senryu. This is no copout but a factor to be
reckoned with. I recall Hiroaki Sato saying, from a writer’s perspective, that a poem is a
haiku if the poet says it’s a haiku.
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By the way, for my neon budda poems I prefer to always lowercase “buddha.” I mean
no disrespect at all to the Buddha. Rather, I intend it to be respectful – the lowercasing
is meant to indicate that I do not mean the Buddha. Likewise, I interpret Ban’ya’s flying
pope poems to be a sort of caricature (although, to complicate matters, I’m pretty sure he
considers them to be haiku rather than senryu). In Japan the Buddha is commercialized
just as much as crucifixes and the baby Jesus in every Catholic gift shop and beyond.
Just as some Westerners have stereotypes of what the Buddha is, so too must the
Japanese have stereotyped interpretations of the Pope, Jesus, Muhammad, and other
Western religious figures. I don’t see the flying pope poems as being disrespectful to
this at all, or sacrilegious, but serving to critique stereotypes of perception. Both the
flying pope and my neon buddha would also seem to echo the notion of deliberate
disjunction in what Allen Ginsberg conceptualized by the phrase “hydrogen jukebox”
(originally from “Howl”) – a deliberate compression of two disparate and unexpected
elements, to the point of surrealism, designed to produce what he called an «eyeball
kick,» or double-take. You see this sort of disjunction all over Ginsberg’s poetry, and the
idea directly influenced my neon buddha poems (or at least the name of the leading
character) regardless of whether they’re haiku or senryu or something else. I’ve also
written many hydrogen jukebox poems, but haven’t found them nearly as rewarding
to write because they are about a thing rather than a person, so they don’t offer nearly
as much opportunity for developing a personal mythology as my neon buddha. But I’d
consider my hydrogen jukebox poems to be closer to haiku rather than senryu (unlike
most of the neon buddha poems) because they’re more serious, surreal, and more
often use a two-part structure, although not a season word.
Ёrshik: Given that poets in the West write both haiku and senryu and many publications do
not make any distinction, what do you think about Jane Reichhold’s article in Modern Haiku,
“Should Senryu Be Part of English-language Haiku?” (where you were plentifully quoted)?
It insists that senryu should not be part of the English-speaking haiku world: the HSA
should not promote senryu as a genre by organising the annual contest and the magazines
should accept only haiku (her site is now apparently a senryu-free zone). She went as far
as demanding that senryu writers should distinguish themselves by using punctuation or
capital letters so that readers can clearly see that they’re dealing with senryu. Do you feel
there is a crusade against senryu coming in the U.S. and that senryu poets are at risk of being
considered as third-class poets, as Reichhold claims they are in Japan?
MDW: The crusade is merely Reichhold’s. Her previous crusades have gone nowhere,
so there’s nothing to worry about. Moreover, I pay little attention to Reichhold’s
commentary and criticism, because it is so often full of errors and sloppy scholarship (her
recent book of Bashō translations has many errors, for example). William J. Higginson’s
review of her book Writing and Enjoying Haiku (in Modern Haiku 34:2, Summer 2003)
points out how frequent her errors are – and by my own estimation of that book I
would say that there’s an error pretty much on every other page. That’s appalling for
a professionally published book. Some errors are obvious, and should embarrass her;
others are more subtle, but should still embarrass her. Poor choices such as quoting
only her own poems and frequent lapses of logic don’t help. Likewise, she makes many
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missteps in her essay on senryu, starting with the fact that her main quotation of me is
not even me at all, but me summarizing part of Tom Lynch’s 1989 doctoral dissertation
(I note, too, that she cites no sources – another example of her sloppiness for such an
article). My essay could have done a better job of emphasizing that I was summarizing
Lynch, but it was Tom Lynch, not me, who defined haiku and senryu as falling into four
main categories: serious nature poems; serious human-centered poems; humorous
nature poems (although rare); and humorous human-centered poems, the first and
fourth of which are clearly haiku and senryu respectively, the other two being grey
areas. Most readers, except Reichhold, it seems, would have noticed that I cite Lynch
as the source of these ideas (and if she’d read Lynch directly, this would be even more
obvious – yet she seemingly hasn’t).
Although the grid presenting these four categories helps to explain why some poems
would seem to be clearly haiku or clearly senryu, and why the other two categories fall
into a grey area (hybrids, as George Swede calls them), this grid is again Tom Lynch’s,
not mine. I did promote this perspective with my essay, but what she doesn’t know is
that I now disagree with Tom Lynch in this regard (although she’d know this if she read
other comments I’ve made on senryu elsewhere). The essay Reichhold quotes from was
published in 2001 (written quite some time before that), and I’ve evolved my thinking
since then. I think it’s an error, as I’ve said already, to position humor vs. seriousness as
the only dichotomy dividing senryu from haiku (although these traits are an obvious
influence). Likewise, I think it’s an error to position human content vs. nature content
as another dichotomy dividing senryu from haiku (although again another influence).
These aren’t divides at all, but continuums, to start with. Furthermore, I think the
distinctions are much more complicated than that and also involve kigo, kireji,
objectivity, subjectivity, and above all, tone. I’ll leave a fuller discussion to a longer
essay I plan to write someday on this topic.
There are many reasons why I pay little attention to Reichhold’s commentary and
criticism. Japan has both haiku and senryu, so of course we can too – and should.
It’s as simple as that. We have no societies for senryu in English, so the Haiku Society
of America should continue to have both haiku and senryu contests, just as Modern
Haiku and Frogpond should continue to publish both haiku and senryu – and of course
any journal can publish whatever the hell it wants, so who is she to tell an independent
journal like Modern Haiku what to do? This is as ludicrous, as you summarize, as her
“demanding that senryu writers should distinguish themselves by using punctuation
or capital letters so that the readers can clearly see that they’re dealing with senryu.”
Does she think so little of our worldwide haiku and senryu community to believe that
its members can’t tell the difference on their own and need to be told every single
time? Moreover, who is she to tell writers and editors how to format these poems? And
why on earth should any writer hold up a sign (so to speak) that announces the form
the reader is about to read? If I try really hard, I’m smart enough to spot a sonnet when
I see one, and don’t need it to use a special font with polka dots and multi-coloured
lettering to give me an extra clue. She undermines her own limited credibility with
such nonsense.
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Honestly, I pay almost no heed to Jane’s commentary, and felt no need to respond to
her essay in Modern Haiku (it could self-destruct on its own – or just be ignored). She’s
ranted about senryu before, seemingly motivated by a “feminist” viewpoint that the
word “senryu” should be avoided because it meant “river willow,” which at one time
was a euphemism for a presumably female prostitute (how many people know that,
even in Japan?). Never mind that words evolve and change in meaning. By the same
reasoning, she should avoid using the word “child” half the time because it originally
referred to just one gender rather than both. We can have a lot of fun with the humor
and satire common in senryu, so why should any of us deny ourselves this extra poetic
opportunity just because some prognosticator thinks it’s a second-class art? Or thirdclass. So what? Sure, limericks aren’t high art either, but that doesn’t mean I won’t write
any. The fact is that a lot of senryu writers are given great respect in Japan – here again
I think of the contemporary poet Gengorō, whose senryu are often far from being
mere knee-slappers or satirical barbs. It can be high art, just as much as haiku, though
perhaps not nearly so often.
Ёrshik: In the same article by Reichhold you were quoted saying: “The difference between
haiku and senryu? To some degree it doesn’t matter if one’s focus is purely on good poetry,
because these labels are the tools of academic analysis, not poetic appreciation.” This opinion
is shared by many editors and contest organisers, but don’t you think that this approach could
be the reason that we have this confusion? A perfectly good fork makes a very lousy spoon
and vice versa. By the same token it is difficult to understand why haiku and senryu should
be appreciated in the same manner and by the same criterion of “goodness” (which is very
subjective), since they aim at different things, evoke different emotions and use different poetic
devices? Wouldn’t you agree that a very good haiku is actually a very bad senryu and vice versa?
MDW: Reichhold also misunderstands me when I say “it doesn’t matter” to differentiate
between haiku and senryu. As I say in the very text that she quotes, the distinction
doesn’t matter only if one’s focus is purely on good poetry, and I further qualify my
statement by saying that labels are tools of academic analysis, not poetic appreciation.
How could she quote this and not see the point I’m trying to make? I’m not “avoiding
the issue,” as she spuriously claims; rather, I’m putting the issue into context, and setting
a higher priority on poetic appreciation (“since feeling is first,” as E.E. Cummings put
it). That doesn’t at all mean the distinction doesn’t matter. If you laugh at one poem
and cry at another, that’s what matters most. Another reader might read the same
two poems and cry at the first and laugh at the next. It’s the fact that one has an
emotional reaction that matters, not whether one laughs rather than cries, or whether
one analyzes the damn rhyme scheme. And the distinctions matter at certain times,
which is fine.
Furthermore, immediately after the text she quotes, I shift focus to make the distinction
matter in the rest of my essay. That, in fact, is the whole point, and she misses the
strawman aspect of my introductory sentences. That’s simply sloppy reading.
In any event, sure, there is a degree of confusion about haiku and senryu among some
Western poets. Reichhold may be right on that point, to a certain degree, but she’s
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far from the first to notice this (if she thinks she is, that’s as misguided as her belief
that she invented the “fragment and phrase” theory of haiku – the terms are useful
but it’s not her theory at all, being a central notion of kireji and ma that has existed for
centuries). But why believe the confusion lies just with senryu, as Reichhold seems to
believe? Why not abandon haiku, too, for all the confusion that lies there, too? If there’s
confusion about haiku and senryu, the solution isn’t to throw out either baby with the
bathwater, yet this is what she has done by making her “AHA forum” a “senryu-free”
site and by calling for “senryu” to be dropped as a category in haiku magazines and
contests. This is not only unnecessary, but snobby (Higginson used that term). Why
deprive oneself of an energetic way to present humor and satire and wit? Or sadness
and irony and honest human observation? Next she’ll be telling the entire nation of
Japan that it shouldn’t write senryu either, and that all the senryu magazines and
clubs and newspaper columns should cease and desist in deference to her almighty
opinion. Maybe she should tell them to stop creating manga and anime, too, because
they’re such low-class art forms compared with Noh drama and contemporary fiction.
Of course we can write both haiku and senryu, regardless of whether senryu is secondclass or not. Or even third-class. And it’s also fine if she’d rather have nothing to do
with senryu – even though quite a few of her own poems definitely are.
On another point, your question seems to claim that many editors and contest
organizers believe that the distinction between haiku and senryu doesn’t matter. But
I’m not sure that this is the case. In fact, I would think the opposite is true, even if
not loudly trumpeted. Frogpond and Modern Haiku welcome both sorts of poetry,
as do many other journals – even though they’re understood to be “haiku” journals
(they encompass both, even though this is not what is done in Japan). The HSA and
Modern Haiku have awards for both haiku and senryu. For contests and journals where
no distinction is made, well, that might be an incorrect assumption – I know Heron’s
Nest tries to publish only haiku, not senryu (just as a matter of focus, not as a rejection
or disparagement of senryu), but for those journals where they seemingly don’t care, I
think the real issue is that they welcome both genres, and choose to let readers decide
what’s what, if they want to. That amounts to trusting readers, whereas segregating the
two genres would seem to be trying to instruct them, or talk down to them. There’s a
time and place for instruction and discussion, but not necessarily when one is sharing
original poems. Eliminating one of the genres entirely would be beyond ludicrous –
no reason to do so at all. One might consider cutting back on senryu in haiku journals
if a “Senryu Society of America” were to be formed for English-language senryu, but I
would say there’s no need for such an organization, because it feels perfectly fine for
the HSA to encompass both haiku and senryu – as it has now been doing for more
than forty years. Perhaps that might change in the future, but Reichhold is seemingly
calling for the abolishment of senryu, not for the formation of a new society.
How do you think haiku and senryu are apprehended in different ways? For the most
part I think they are appreciated in similar ways, starting with their brevity, imagism,
and focus on personal experience. Just as definitions of haiku and senryu overlap, so
too do the ways of appreciating them. That’s perfectly fine, it seems to me. We expect a
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different tone, perhaps, but the truth is that we don’t know until we’ve read the poem
what the tone will be, and in fact one of the ways both haiku and senryu succeed is
because the tone can surprise us. And the content. Just as it’s important for a joke to
have the right emotional climate before it will work, it’s also true for senryu to have
the right emotional climate. Yet surely that’s true for haiku, too. For haiku the climate
might differ a bit than for senryu, but I believe readers instantly adapt to whatever
poem they’re reading (more so than with jokes), and I enjoy the variety of including
both in haiku journals. They would be impoverished if they lacked senryu. But haiku
journals don’t present just haiku and senryu, but also other short poems that might
be neither haiku or senryu. Yet readers instantly adapt, and this openness to variety
helps to place haiku in a larger poetic spectrum (no poem is an island). This variety is
fine, even though the poems are aiming at different effects. With my old publication
Tundra: The Journal of the Short Poem, I went a step further by integrating haiku and
senryu with other short poems (up to 13 lines), trusting once again that readers would
instantly adapt, as indeed they did. They never needed to be told “dude, this is a haiku,”
“yo, this is a triolet,” and this is a whatever. My readers were smarter than that. Perhaps
Jane Reichhold’s readers are not.
No, I’m not sure that a very good haiku makes a bad senryu. Good and bad isn’t the issue.
You use a tool for the right purpose. Rather than being bad or good, I’d say a good haiku
is not a senryu at all, rather than being a “bad” senryu. And vice versa. Again, I come
back to the issue of whether it matters. Only if you are trying to differentiate. Only if (or
when) you value academic distinctions above the pure enjoyment of poetry. And in this
interview I am differentiating at times, because that’s been the subject at hand. I see no
problem with thinking of senryu as a subset of haiku, either (in Japanese bookstores,
please note, I’ve found senryu books in the haiku section – there typically isn’t a senryu
section). Or, to use the metaphor of family relationships, I see no problem with thinking
of haiku and senryu as being cousins. Sure, haiku may drive a fancier car, but senryu still
gets to good destinations – accomplishing things that haiku cannot do. So again, I’m
grateful for both haiku and senryu – and grateful to read and write them both as well.
Lest we get too far away from actual senryu in this discussion, I’d like to close by sharing
one of my own favourites:
grocery shopping –
pushing my cart faster
through feminine protection

Thank you for the opportunity to share some thoughts about senryu. I will continue to
keep my eyes and ears open for further senryu moments, as I hope all your readers will too.
***
The views and opinions expressed in these interviews are those of the interviewees
only and do not necessarily reflect the position of organisations they represent or of
the editors of this magazine.
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Submission Guidelines
The journal of senryu and kyoka Ershik is published in Russian on a quarterly basis.
In addition to this, once a year we publish a special issue, where we present selected
English versions (or English originals as the case may be) of the poems previously
published in the regular issues.
We consider original senryu and kyoka as well as essays and articles on the related
topics in English, French, German, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Russian and Ukrainian
that have not previously appeared in edited publications or in public internet forums,
groups and communities. Poems previously published on personal web-sites, blogs or
in closed internet forums, groups and communities are welcome.
One poem in every regular issue is awarded an Editor’s Choice prize of 575 roubles
(approximately 17 USD) or equivalent in other currencies.
Please submit your works (not more than 10 per issue) in the body of an e-mail to
info@ershik.com together with your name or pen-name. If you would like your poems
to be published anonymously, please let us know accordingly. Acceptance notifications
are sent to the authors by 1 March, 1 June, 1 September and 1 December for the regular
issues and by 15 March for the special English issue.
By submitting your works to Ershik you agree that they can be published on Ershik’s
web-site www.ershik.com as well as in the electronic and printed versions of the
magazine at any time. All other rights are returned to the authors upon publication.
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